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The Greatest Dot-to-Dot Book in the World is a challenging collection of connect-the-dot surprises

that stands apart because of its complexity and variety. In addition to traditional dot-to-dots, there

are unique innovations and variations for those who can count into the hundreds and follow simple

instructions. Readers will appreciate the fact that they can't tell what the images are before they

start, as well as the twists and playful challenges that maintain excitement throughout the book. The

final pictures cover a broad subject range, adding to the surprise element. This is a relaxing and fun

book that will entertain young and old alike. Ages 8 to adult.
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This is a surprisingly fun book. I was curious but mildly skeptical after reading the description and

reviews here, but find that the puzzles are rewarding. In addition to challenging examples of the

conventional connect-the-dot method, author David Kalvitis introduces creative variations called

Sets, Stars, Field of Dots, Odd/Even and No Dots! Sound intriguing? That essentially captures the

spirit of this tantalizing set of pictures waiting to be liberated from obscurity by your earnest efforts

on their behalf! It really is fun to see what's hidden there among those dots. Kalvitis also gives some

information about the origins of the form and getting the best results. If you're at all interested in this



puzzle form, and want to exercise your left and right brain simultaneously, you will enjoy this fun

book.Note that even the simplest puzzle contains 49 dots and most contain many more, so this is

too difficult for little kids but a very nice choice for those who are beginning to outgrow their

lower-level puzzles or the child who enjoys/needs practice with fine motor skills or has some interest

in art. Also for puzzle-loving adults. Nicely done.

This series of dot-to-dot books are wonderful. As a child, I loved games and challenges. Dot-to-dots

and mazes were my favorites. I had no idea these books even existed until I saw them in a Bits and

Pieces catalog several weeks ago. I looked them up on  and found there were four books. I ordered

all four books from  even though I thought I would probably be disappointed if they were too simple.

Even as an adult, I still work dot-to-dots when I find them in magazines and newspapers, so I

figured I had nothing to lose even if these books were for children. I'm in the baby-boomer

generation, so I confess I like to revisit my childhood era occasionally.Boy, was I surprised! When

they came in the mail, I sat up until 5 a.m. the next morning working some of the puzzles. I am

retired with 30 years in my local school system, so it wasn't like I had to get up early. After I would

complete one puzzle, I would think I'll just do one more. Then another. Then another. I tried all the

different types of puzzles. I am so excited and I wanted your customers to know how much I

enjoyed them.Even my 76 year old mother enjoyed working the puzzles. Like me, she was very

skeptical about ordering sight unseen.I hope to see future publications of new books. I look forward

to seeing Books 5, 6, 7, etc. real soon.

This isn't like the dot-to-dot books I had as a kid. Like many others, I did them until I felt I had

outgrown dot-to-dots. It wasn't until I saw these puzzles that I realized it wasn't dot-to-dots I had

outgrown. It was the existing dot-to-dot books out there. This book, however, takes these simple

puzzles to a new level.This book presents dot-to-dots in a fun way, and more importantly, leaves

you until the last few pen strokes before you're able to identify the incredibly detailed

drawings.Highly recommended for kids and adults.

My 8 year old son loves dot to dots, but seems to have outgrown most of the activity books that I

usually find. He just wants the dot to dots, not the mazes, coloring, and word puzzles that he usually

gets mixed in. This book had some really fun pictures. I had no idea what most of them were going

to be until he was almost done. He could not put the book down!! I will most definately buy more

books like this one.



The images are impressive, and the book is entertaining for all ages. I find I must ration myself to

one or two puzzles a day -- I could easily take the time to complete the book in one sitting. The tip

about the "fat" markers is great; I grabbed my son's Crayola markers and enjoy looking at the

completed pictures almost as much as doing them.One of the neatest things about the book is that I

usually have no idea what the picture will be. It's like opening a present on every page.

My son is 8 and saw a similar book at the bookstore that he wanted but it had almost 300 dots per

picture and that seemed too confusing so I bought this one instead. The other book gave me

eyestrain and a headache just looking at those tiny numbers but this book is clearly marked with

about a third less numbers to deal with. He enjoys it and I am happy.

I originally bought this book for my son to practice his eye-hand coordination but immediately fell in

love with it myself!Adults and children alike will LOVE this book. It's neat when the pictures

magically appear before your eyes. I find the "grid" dot-to-dot puzzles very challenging! This book

would make a great gift for just about anybody.My son loves the book because you can't tell what

the picture will be until you have them finished. The puzzles have helped tremendously with his

eye-hand coordination. I'm going to look for book #2 as soon as possible!

I found my first Dot to Dot in the GAMES magazine. Boy, was I hooked!!! As a kid I loved doing Dot

to Dot books. I'm so happy that I came across that puzzle. I went to his web address and

downloaded the samples there, I made several copies to do until my three Dot to Dot books that I

ordered come in the mail. I highly recommend these books to everyone. I can't wait until Book 4

comes out. Mr. Kalvitis, keep up the good work.
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